
RELATIONSHIP MARKETING NOKIA

Describe the principles of customer relationship marketing. Loyal customers are very important to companies, they are
customers that have.

This merger of the network equipment divisions Morris, , Masking the joins should allow for benefits for both
the companies, but does however mean that the restructuring must be carefully orchestrated so that the two
business partners work together in the partnership, and do not have any competing products between the two
businesses. This would have a knock on effect on the other partners to Nokia, especially the suppliers to
Nokia. The greatest opportunity, however, is to reduce cost and time, i. Customer relationship management is
not only pure business but also ideate strong personal bonding within people. The main reasons for the move
were logistics and cost, as it was almost impossible to deliver from Europe due to freight and other costs
Renstrom, , Nokia's Texas site connects with suppliers. They do not only need to keep up with their rivals,
Apple and Samsung, but they have to be better. Nokia does not fully enter these markets because it is not
profitable or sensible for it to do so. It is also necessary for Nokia to keep Vodafone informed of the state of
ordered products and availability of certain mobile phones. They were not able to abandon the existing
business model as these had become integrated with the very identity of the company. For the various retail
outlets that Nokia supplies the relationship is quite different. For example, Harrods has always tried to
maintain a reputation for quality as a corporate objective. The new marketing strategy is very emotional and
much more personal. Moreover, Nokia is strengthening its role among mobile phone suppliers with its efforts
for environmental protection and sustainability. Reasons for setting marketing objectives The reasons for
setting any objectives are the same, regardless of the functional area being considered. If the customer is
satisfied they will always be loyal to you and will remain in business forever resulting in increasing customer
base and ultimately enhancing net growth of business. Due to these strengths Nokia has a strong customer
relationship with loyal customers. Typical strategic objectives involve profitability, market share, return on
investment, technological achievement, customer service level, revenue size, and diversification. Nokia used
to be the number one mobile phone supplier in terms of sales and marketing innovation for decades, before
they failed to join the major shift to the most profitable and fastest growing mobile phone segment:
smartphones. Along with an increasingly demanded after-sales service this might have a strong impact on
crisis-stricken Nokia. There was a great marketing campaign in which Nokia Germany gave away free
wireless charging stations WParea. Despite its strong position, Nokia lost out because it failed to understand
the future needs of customers. Phones that focus on music, media, social networking, features that are targeted
at younger markets are packed in colourful packaging. Performance targets state the measurable milestones
that the firm needs to reach or obtain to achieve its strategic objectives. In terms of distribution, there has to be
mentioned that Nokia has a weak high-street presence, having no flagship stores. This extremely close
relationship has meant that the two companies have become heavily dependant on each other, sharing
resources and abilities in order to enhance their individual abilities and achieve results that would not be
obtainable individually. Nokia managers thought the mobile phone was only for messages, calls and some
snake games, which was wrong. The only way success is measured these days is by profitability, and if you
make phones that just wont break, you wont have enough loyal customers that come and buy new phones. As
for Nokia doing the supplying they will sometimes do exclusive deals with certain networks with some of
their specific phones, although they do not do this that often as it reduces the potential market for their
product. In todays commercial world, practice of dealing with existing customers and thriving business by
getting more customers into loop is predominant and is mere a dilemma. Another advantage is that it is able to
reach a larger market than it would be able to on its own, which increases sales and thus profit. After all, when
you think of the Windows Phone, you think of Nokia. The two companies will be combining and streamlining
similar products in order that the two partners do not compete with each other. There should be a hierarchy of
strategic management starting with the highest levels of the firm, from which it is consistently translated from
level to level so that each department knows what its contribution to the overall mission of the firm is to be.
Then to check the effect on the consumers, semi-structured interviews of a few mobile phone dealers in India
are taken. They have been able to change their demand at short notice, and have still had their orders met.
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Promotion: Nokia keeps a tight grip in its role as a leading company in telecommunications and networking
components, and there for advertises in many different events around the world. This would not only be a
costly venture but also a risky venture too.


